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Abstract: We obtain generalised power series expansions for a family of planar two-
loop master integrals relevant for the QCD corrections to Higgs + jet production, with
physical heavy-quark mass dependence. This is achieved by defining differential equations
along contours connecting two fixed points, and by solving them in terms of one-dimensional
generalised power series. The procedure is efficient and can be repeated in order to reach any
point of the kinematic regions. The analytic continuation of the series is straightforward and
we present new results below and above the physical thresholds. The method we use allows
to compute the integrals in all kinematic regions with high precision. Performing a series
expansion on a typical contour above the physical threshold takes on average O(1 second)
per integral with worst relative error of O(10−32), on a single CPU core. After the series
is found the numerical evaluation of the integrals in any point of the contour is virtually
instant. Our approach is general and can be applied to Feynman integrals provided that a
set of differential equations is available.
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1 Introduction
The computation of Feynman integrals is a central ingredient for the theoretical prediction
of collider experiments. In the past decades we have seen an enormous progress in our
capabilities to efficiently compute Feynman integrals in closed analytic form or in a purely
numerical way. From the analytic side, several techniques are available. Among the most
effective ones are the differential equations method [1–5] and direct integration methods [6,
7]. In dimensional regularisation one is able to reduce a given (generally large) set of
scalar Feynman integrals to a minimal set of linearly independent integrals, called master
integrals (MIs), by using integration-by-parts identities [8–11]. Once a basis is identified
it is possible to define a closed system of first order linear differential equations that can
be solved in terms of iterated integrals [12]. Our understanding of differential equations
for Feynman integrals has been further refined by the identification of canonical bases
of integrals [13], which make the solution of the equations in terms of iterated integrals
completely algorithmic. In some cases Feynman integrals can be computed in terms of
special functions known as multiple polylogarithms (MPLs) [14, 15] or, more recently, in
terms of their elliptic generalisation, elliptic multiple polylogarithms (eMPLs) [16–19] (for
analytic results involving functions of elliptic type see e.g. [18, 20–50]). Even though having
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a representation in terms of known functions is important from the conceptual and practical
side, in recent years this approach has become challenging. For state-of-art computations
one is usually faced with multi-loop integrals depending on several mass scales. In this case
the differential equations exhibit complicated analytic structures due to the appearance
of algebraic functions in the relevant integration kernels, and their solution in terms of
known functions is not well understood yet. Similar obstructions are encountered when
directly integrating Feynman integrals in, e.g., Feynman parameter space. From the purely
numerical side, several methods are available to numerically compute Feynman integrals
by using Monte Carlo integration techniques [51, 52]. As opposed to the analytic approach
these methods are fully algorithmic. Nonetheless multi-loop multi-scale integrals generally
present numerical instabilities that make their numerical integration challenging. A different
numerical approach has been recently proposed in [53], where the solution of differential
equations for Feynman integrals is obtained by using Runge-Kutta algorithms.
A third route of exploration has been methods based on series expansions. When it is
difficult to obtain a closed form solution for a given integral it is usually possible to obtain a
(generalised) power series expansion of the solution. Series representations have a number of
useful features. It is usually possible to compute several orders of the expansion and obtain
an arbitrarily good approximation of the full solution, and their numerical evaluation is
virtually instant since each term of the expansion is an elementary or a relatively simple
function. Moreover it is in principle possible to find series solutions also when the class of
functions needed to represent the full result is not identified. All these features make series
expansions a natural candidate to express classes of Feynman integrals that are out of reach
for analytic or numerical methods. Series expansion methods have been applied to single
scale problems in e.g. [42, 54–59]. On the other hand, for integrals depending on several
scales, multivariate series expansions have been used for special kinematic configurations
(typically small or large energy limits, see e.g. [60–65]). Therefore, in the multivariate case,
it is desirable to study a systematic approach to obtain results in all points of the kinematic
regions.
In this paper we reduce the computation of a set of multivariate Feynman integrals
[29] to single scale problems, by defining differential equations along contours connecting
two generic points of the kinematic regions. We then find generalised power series solutions
by solving the (single-scale) differential equations with respect to the contour parameter
(while replacing all the other variables with numbers). In this way the solution can be
transported from a base point, where the integrals are assumed to be known, to a generic
target point. We show that this approach is efficient, and can be repeated to compute
the integrals in any point of the kinematic regions, with high numerical precision. More
specifically, we apply this method to a family of planar (elliptic) Feynman integrals relevant
for the two-loop QCD corrections to Higgs + jet production, below and above the heavy-
quark threshold. Previously [29] these integrals were computed in the Euclidean region
by using integral representations. Our results are new, and provide at the same time the
analytic continuation of these integrals to the physical region, and an efficient method for
their numerical evaluation. Further applications of these methods to the non-planar integral
topologies are presented in a companion paper [66].
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The paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we review general properties of the dif-
ferential equations for dimensionally regulated scalar Feynman integrals and their solution
in terms of iterated integrals. In Section 3 we describe our series expansion strategy. We
show that after defining the (multi-scale) differential equations along a (one-dimensional)
contour, the series solution can be obtained by series expanding the differential equations
and iteratively integrating them up to the desired order of the dimensional regulator. In
Section 4 we apply our strategy to a family of planar integrals relevant for Higgs + jet
production in the physical region. We show how, once a series expansion is found, the
analytic continuation is performed in a straightforward manner. We finally show high pre-
cision numerical results and timings, with comparisons to sector decomposition programs.
In Section 5 we draw our conclusions.
2 Differential equations for dimensionally regulated Feynman integrals
By using standard IBP reduction techniques it is possible to identify a basis ~f(~x, ) for a set
of dimensionally regulated scalar Feynman integrals, where ~f(~x, ) = {f1(~x, ), . . . , fn(~x, )}
and ~x = {x1, . . . , xm} is the set of kinematic invariants. Given a basis one is also able to
define a linear system of first order differential equations satisfied by the basis, that in full
generality take the form
∂
∂xi
~f(~x, ) = Axi(~x, )
~f(~x, ), (2.1)
where Axi is an n-by-n matrix that depends rationally on its variables, and satisfy the
integrability condition,
∂Axj
∂xi
− ∂Axi
∂xj
+ [Axi ,Axj ] = 0, (2.2)
where the last term is a commutator.
The basis ~f is not unique. In [13] it was conjectured that with a basis change it is
possible to cast differential equations for Feynman integrals in a canonical form, where the
dependence on the dimensional regulator is factorised. In differential form the equations
are
d~f(~x, ) =  dA˜(~x)~f(~x, ). (2.3)
In dimensional regularisation we are interested in a solution around  = 0. By series
expanding ~f(~x, ),
~f(~x, ) =
∞∑
k=0
k ~f (k)(~x), (2.4)
the solution of Eq. (2.3) can be written in terms of iterated integrals [67]:
~f(~x, ) = ~f(~x0, ) +
∑
k≥1
k
k∑
j=1
∫ 1
0
γ∗(dA˜)(t1)
∫ t1
0
γ∗(dA˜)(t2) . . .
∫ tj−1
0
γ∗(dA˜)(tj) ~f (k−j)(~x0) ,
(2.5)
where γ is a path with domain [0, 1] in the space of external invariants and ~f(~x0, ) is
a vector of boundary conditions. If ~f (i)(x) admits a representation in terms of multiple
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polylogarithms [14],
G(a1, a1 . . . aw, t) =
∫ t
0
dt
1
t− a1G(a2, . . . , aw, t), G(
~0w, t) ≡ log(t)
w
w!
, (2.6)
with G(, t) ≡ 1, the transformation matrix to the canonical basis is algebraic, and the
matrix A˜(x) is a Q-linear combination of logarithms
A˜(~x) =
dα∑
i=1
Ci log(αi(~x)), (2.7)
where dα is the number of linearly independent logarithms, Ci are constant rational ma-
trices, and αi(~x), i ∈ {1, . . . , dα} are called letters of the differential equations. The set
of letters is referred to as the alphabet. If the letters admit a representation in terms of
rational functions then the iterated integrals of (2.5) can be directly expressed in terms
of multiple polylogarithms. On the other hand if a rational representation is not found,
it is often possible to find a polylogarithmic representation by using the knowledge of the
symbol of the iterated integrals. The symbol of the i-th basis element of (2.4) at order k
is obtained by the following recursive formula
S
(
f
(k)
i (~x)
)
=
∑
j
S
(
f
(k−1)
j (~x)
)
⊗ A˜ij(~x) . (2.8)
Once the symbol of the solution is known it is possible to find a corresponding polylogarith-
mic expression by using an ansatz for the set of polylogarithmic functions and by imposing
boundary conditions (see e.g, [29, 68]).
When considering integral sectors that do not admit a polylogarithmic representation,
the properties of the transformation matrix to the canonical form are not yet well un-
derstood (but see e.g. [69] for recent progress in this direction). For this reason when
a canonical basis is not available we will only assume that the differential equations are
non-singular in the  → 0 limit (note that it is always possible to find a basis of Feynman
integrals satisfying such differential equations, see e.g. [70]).
3 Series expansion along a contour
Given a base point where the integrals are known we show how the integrals are computed
in another point of the kinematic regions, by series expanding the integrals along a contour
connecting these points. We first define the differential equations along a contour, and then
we show how a series expansion of the integrals is found by solving the differential equations
around a set of points of the contour. The procedure can be repeated to reach any point of
the kinematic regions.
Provided that a set of differential equations with respect to a complete set of kinematic
invariants is available, we can define the differential equations along a contour γ(t) connect-
ing two fixed points ~a = {a1, . . . , am}, ~b = {b1, . . . , bm}. This is achieved by parametrising
the contour with a parameter t:
γ : ~x→ {x1(t), . . . , xm(t)}, ~x(ta) = ~a, ~x(tb) = ~b, (3.1)
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and by considering the differential equations with respect to t:
∂
∂t
~f(t, ) = At(t, )~f(t, ), (3.2)
where the new differential equations matrix can be readily obtained by the chain rule,
At(t, ) =
m∑
i=1
Axi(t, )
∂xi(t)
∂t
. (3.3)
It is known that Feynman integrals at a given order of the dimensional regulator admit a
solution in the vicinity of a singular point τ of the form (see e.g. [71])
~f
(i)
sing(t) =
∑
j1∈Si
∞∑
j2=0
Ni∑
j3=0
~c (i,j1,j2,j3)(t− τ)wj1+j2 log (t− τ)j3 , (3.4)
where ~c (i,j1,j2,j3) are vectors of dimension n (the number of master integrals), Si is a finite
set of integers, wk is a complex constant (typically a rational number that accounts for
the algebraic dependence of the matrix elements), and Ni is the maximal power of the
logarithms at order i. On the other hand, in the vicinity of a regular point τ Feynman
integrals admit a standard Taylor series representation
~f (i)reg(t) =
∞∑
j=0
~c (i,j)(t− τ)j . (3.5)
More simply, each Feynman integral in the vicinity of a singular point is expressed as a
finite combination of terms of the form
(t− τ)w log(t− τ)kρ(t), w ∈ C, k ∈ N, (3.6)
where ρ(t) is a Taylor series while, in the vicinity of a regular point, Feynman integrals
admit a Taylor series representation.
In the remainder of this section we show how the series solutions (3.4) and (3.4) can
be found by series expanding the differential equations matrices and iteratively integrating
them until the desired order of .
We know that for many phenomenologically relevant processes most integrals admit a
polylogarithmic canonical basis. In the next subsection we discuss how we find a power
series solution of a canonical set of differential equations. This form of the equations is
usually much more compact then the differential equations for a generic basis of master
integrals, and we find it convenient to directly solve them in terms of power series. In the
last subsection we discuss how we obtain series solutions for coupled sectors. In the coupled
case we only assume that the differential equations are regular for vanishing .
3.1 Canonical differential equations
When dealing with single scale problems, the standard approach to obtain generalised
power series solutions relies on defining a generic series, and fixing the corresponding free
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coefficients by solving recurrence relations [56, 57, 72]. Here we proceed in a more direct
way, which is particularly suited for differential equations in canonical form. Specifically,
we consider a canonical system of differential equations of form
∂
∂t
~f(t, ) = At(t)~f(t, ), (3.7)
and we assume that the solution is known (analytically or numerically with very high
precision, e.g. from a previous expansion) for some t = t0. From Eq. (2.5) it is easy to see
that the solution is
~f(t, ) = ~f(t0, ) +
∞∑
k=1
k
k∑
j=1
∫ t
t0
dt1At(t1)
∫ t1
t0
dt2At(t2) . . .
∫ tj−1
t0
dtjAt(tj) ~f
(k−j)(t0) .
(3.8)
Since we are interested in the solution in the vicinity of a point τ , we series expand the
differential equations matrix around τ ,
At(t) =
∞∑
i=0
A
(i)
t (t− τ)wi , wi ∈ C, (3.9)
where A(i)t are constant matrices 1. For a canonical basis wi, i ∈ N is expected to be the
set of all half integer numbers with wi ≥ −1. However the following discussion holds for
generic complex numbers wi. By plugging the previous expansion into (3.8) we get
~f(t, ) = ~f(t0, )
+
∞∑
k=1
k
k∑
j=1
∞∑
i1,...,ij=0
A
(i1)
t . . .A
(ij)
t
∫ t
t0
dt1(t1 − τ)wi1 . . .
∫ tj−1
t0
dtj(tj − τ)wij ~f (k−j)(t0) .
(3.10)
At each order k, we have to compute integrals of the form,∫
(t− τ)w log(t− τ)kdt, w ∈ C, k ∈ N. (3.11)
These integrals can be done analytically in terms of integer powers of log(t− τ) and (com-
plex) powers of (t− τ) by using recursively integration-by-parts identities.
3.2 Coupled sectors
The problem of finding a canonical basis for integrals that do not admit a polylogarithmic
representation is still poorly studied in the literature. In practice we often deal with differ-
ential equations where only a subset of the equations is in canonical form, while the other
sectors admit a generic rational dependence on the dimensional regulator and an algebraic
1The series expansion for the matrix A(i)t can be obtained for example by using the built-in Mathematica
function Series.
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dependence on the kinematic invariants. In this case, by iteratively taking derivatives ∂/∂t
of equation (3.2), it is possible to obtain a k−th order differential equation for a single
integral, say f (i)j (t), of the form,
∂kg(i)(t)
∂tk
+ a1(t)
∂k−1g(i)(t)
∂tk−1
+ · · ·+ ak(t)g(i)(t) = β(i)(t), (3.12)
where, for ease of notation, we denoted the generic master integral at order i as g(i) ≡
f
(i)
j (t). The inhomogeneous term β
(i)(t) is a linear combination of f (≤i)6=j (t), and it is known
at every iteration i. The homogeneous equation associated to (3.12) is
∂kh(t)
∂tk
+ a1(t)
∂k−1h(t)
∂tk−1
+ · · ·+ ak(t)h(t) = 0, (3.13)
and it admits k linearly independent solutions that we denote as h1(t), . . . , hk(t). We note
that the homogeneous equation does not depend on the order  under consideration.
By defining the following fundamental matrix,
Hˆ(t) =

h1(t) · · · hk(t)
∂
∂th1(t) · · · ∂∂thk(t)
...
. . .
...
∂k−1
∂tk
h1(t) · · · ∂k−1∂tk−1hk(t)
 , (3.14)
the particular solution of (3.12) is
g(i)(t) =
k∑
j=1
(
hj(t)χ
(i)
j + hj(t)
∫ t
t0
Wj(Hˆ(s))
W (Hˆ(s))
β(i)(s)ds
)
, (3.15)
where χ(i)j , j ∈ {1, . . . , k} is a set of boundary constants, the Wronskian is defined by
W (Hˆ(s)) = det(Hˆ(t)), while Wj(Hˆ(s)) is the determinant obtained by replacing the j-
th column of Hˆ(t) by (0, . . . , 0, 1). It can be shown that for functions admitting a series
solution of the form (3.4), the equation in the vicinity of a point τ can be written as,
∂kg(i)(t)
∂tk
+
b1(t)
t− τ
∂k−1g(i)(t)
∂tk−1
+ · · ·+ bk(t)
(t− τ)k g
(i)(t) = β(i)(t), (3.16)
where the functions bi(t) are analytic in t = τ . In this case a series solution in the vicinity
of t = τ can be found by applying the Frobenius method, which is discussed in detail in
Appendix A (see also e.g. [73]). More specifically, the Frobenius method allows to find a
complete set of k homogeneous series solutions in the vicinity of τ . These solutions have
the form
hi(t) =
∑
j1∈Si
∞∑
j2=0
Ki∑
j3=0
c
(j1,j2,j3)
i (t− τ)λj1+j2 log (t− τ)j3 , (3.17)
where c(j1,j2,j3)i are complex constants, Ki is the maximal power of the logarithm, Si ⊆
{1, . . . , k} and λ1, . . . , λk are the roots of the indicial equation, defined as
λ(λ− 1) · · · (λ− k + 1) + b1(τ)λ(λ− 1) · · · (λ− k + 2) + bk(τ) = 0. (3.18)
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From the form of the homogeneous series solutions, it is clear that the full solution (3.2) will
require, at each order i, the computation of integrals of the form (3.10) which, as explained
in the previous section, can be done analytically in terms of integer powers of logarithms
and complex powers of the expansion parameter. This shows that also in the case of coupled
differential equations we can explicitly find a series representation for Feynman integrals in
the vicinity of regular or singular points of the form of Eqs. (3.5) and (3.4) respectively.
The Frobenius method is rather standard, and we review its general formulation for
linear differential equations of generic degree in Appendix A. Here we briefly show its
application to second order equations, since this is the degree encountered in this paper.
Let us consider the case k = 2 of (3.13), and without loss of generality let us assume that
the (regular) singular point is for t = 0,
t2
∂2h(t)
∂tk
+ t b1(t)
∂h(t)
∂t
+ b2(t)h(t) = 0. (3.19)
We have to distinguish two cases in order to proceed. Let us first assume that the two roots
of the indicial equation λ1, λ2 do not differ by an integer number, with λ1 > λ2. In this
case two linearly independent solutions are
h1(t) = t
λ1
∞∑
i=0
c1,i t
i, h2(t) = t
λ2
∞∑
i=0
c2,i t
i, (c1,0, c2,0 = 1) (3.20)
and the coefficients are fixed by requiring that the differential equation is satisfied order-
by-order in t. If the two roots differ by an integer, the solution associated to λ1 is obtained
by (3.20) while the second solution is obtained by
h2(t) = h1(t)
∫
1
h21(t)
exp
(
−
∫ t b1(t′)
t′
dt′
)
dt, (3.21)
which can be expressed as a series by series expanding all the integrands around t = 0 and
performing the integrations term-by-term.
3.3 Matching
In this paper we are interested in, given a base point where the integrals are assumed to
be known, transporting the solution to any other point of the kinematic regions, by using
series expansions along a contour connecting these points.
In the previous sections we have seen that given a singular or regular point of the
differential equations we can find a series solution valid in the vicinity of this point. By
construction these solutions converge only in a region that does not contain any singularity
other then the expansion point. In the following we will consider truncated series that,
within a given accuracy, provide a good approximation of the full series. When considering
a generic contour γ(t) for a range of values of t, we are interested in finding series expansions
along the entire contour. The contour will in general contain multiple singular points of
the differential equations, and it is necessary to find multiple series expansions and match
them together in order to cover the entire contour. A good criterion for determining the
domain of definition of a truncated series is that the series will converge fast enough only
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when considering it in a region such that the maximum distance from the expansion point
is half the distance from the nearest singularity.
Let us assume that we have defined a contour γ(t) and we want to find truncated series
expansions that approximate the full solution within a given accuracy. We denote the set
of singularities along γ(t) by τ1, . . . , τNs with τ1 < τ2 < · · · < τNs . We then find truncated
power series around each of these singularities as described in sections 3.1 and 3.2. We
denote these series as ~f[γ](t, )[τi−ri,τi,τi+ri], where τi is the expansion point, and they are
equal to the truncated series for τi − ri ≤ t ≤ τi + ri and are zero otherwise. The radius of
the series is defined as,
ri = min
(
τi − τi−1
2
,
τi+1 − τi
2
)
(3.22)
It can happen that for some i, τi + ri < τi+1 − ri+1 and in this case some intervals of the
contour will not be covered. We then introduce new (regular) expansion points κ1, . . . , κNr ,
and corresponding series ~f[γ](t, )[κi−ρi,κi,κi+ρi], such that κi is in the middle of the uncovered
region and ρi is the distance from the next covered region:
κi = (τi + ri) +
(τi+1 − ri+1)− (τi + ri)
2
, ρi =
(τi+1 − ri+1)− (τi + ri)
2
. (3.23)
We then have that the solution along the entire contour is given by,
~f[γ](t, ) =
Ns∑
i=1
~f[γ](t, )[τi−ri,τi,τi+ri] +
Nr∑
i=1
~f[γ](t, )[κi−ρi,κi,κi+ρi]. (3.24)
In sections 3.1 and 3.2 we have seen that the series solutions depend on a set of integration
constants that have to be fixed by imposing boundary conditions. When considering a
set of series along a contour, the integration constants of one series are fixed by knowing
the boundary conditions at a given point (e.g. when the boundary conditions are known
analytically by other means, or they are known because the contour under consideration
intersects another contour along which the series expansion is already known), while the
other series are fixed by imposing that two consecutive series have the same value in the
contact point, i.e. the point where they are both defined.
4 A planar elliptic family for Higgs+jet production
The two-loop QCD corrections to Higgs+jet productions are mediated by the four pla-
nar integral families depicted in Fig. 1. These integrals were computed in [29] in the
non-physical region where all the Mandelstam invariants are negative reals. For the poly-
logarithmic sectors the solution was expressed in terms of logarithms and dilogarithms up
to weight two, while the weight-three and four solutions were expressed in terms of one-fold
integrals over the lower weight solutions. Family A contains two elliptic sectors, i.e. sector
IA1,1,0,1,1,1,1,0,0 has an elliptic maximal cut, implying that the homogeneous solutions are el-
liptic integrals, and the solution in dimensional regularisation involves iterated integrations
over elliptic kernels. The second elliptic sector, IA1,1,1,1,1,1,1,0,0, admits a canonical form for
the homogeneous differential equations, however it is coupled to the first elliptic sector via
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A B C D
Figure 1: The four planar integral families contributing to two-loop H+j-production in
QCD.
inhomogeneous terms. In [29] the solution for the elliptic sectors was expressed in terms of
iterated integrals over kernels depending on algebraic functions and the two homogeneous
solutions of the first elliptic sector.
In this section we obtain generalised power series expansions for family A of [29] in the
p2 ↔ p3 channel, which exhibits the most complicated (spurious, see section 4.3) singularity
structure of the channels needed for the scattering amplitude. All the other families are
simpler as they do not involve elliptic structures and can be solved with the same methods.
The family under consideration is defined by the set of integrals
I
Ap2↔p3
a1a2a3a4a5a6a7a8a9 =
∫ ∫
ddk1d
dk2
(ipid/2)2
d−a88 d
−a9
9
da11 d
a2
2 d
a3
3 d
a4
4 d
a5
5 d
a6
6 d
a7
7
(4.1)
with
d1 = m
2 − k21, d4 = m2 − (k2 + p1 + p3) 2, d7 = m2 − (k2 − p2) 2,
d2 = m
2 − (k1 + p1 + p3) 2, d5 = m2 − (k1 + p1) 2, d8 = − (k2 + p1) 2,
d3 = m
2 − k22, d6 = − (k1 − k2) 2, d9 = − (k1 − p2) 2. (4.2)
d1-d7 are propagators while d8 and d9 are numerators, so a1, . . . , a7 are non-negative integers
while a9, a8 are non-positive integers. The kinematics is such that p21 = p22 = p23 = 0, and
additionally,
s12 = (p1+p2)
2, s13 = (p1+p3)
2, s23 = (p2+p3)
2, p24 = (p1+p2+p3)
2 = s12 + s13 + s23.
(4.3)
where p24 is the squared Higgs-mass, p24 = m2H , and m
2 is the squared mass of the propaga-
tors. The relevant physical region is defined by
s12 > 0 & s13 < 0 & s12 > −s13 + p24. (4.4)
We solve the kinematic constraints for s12, s13, p24 and we define the following scaleless
variables
x1 =
s12
m2
, x2 =
p24
m2
, x3 =
s13
m2
. (4.5)
The family contains 73 master integrals, and our choice for the integral basis is provided
in the ancillary files of the arXiv submission. The first 65 master integrals define a pure
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basis of integrals and they satisfy a set of differential equations in canonical form,
∂
∂xi
~f1−65(~x, ) = Axi(~x)~f1−65(~x, ). (4.6)
The alphabet of the differential equations consists of 42 letters, depending on the following
set of 6 square roots,
[x1 (x1 − 4)]
1
2 , [x1x3 (4x2 − 4x3 + x1 (x3 − 4))]
1
2 ,
[x2 (x2 − 4)]
1
2 ,
[
x1
(
4x3 (x2 − x3) + x1 (−x3) 2
)] 1
2 ,
[x3 (x3 − 4)]
1
2 ,
[
(x2 − x1) 2 − 2x1x3 (−x2 + x1 + 2x3) + x21x23
] 1
2 .
(4.7)
We remark that our approach does not rely on the rational parametrisation of the set
of square roots, and works for general algebraic dependence of the differential equations.
Integrals 66-73 are elliptic and satisfy coupled differential equations of the form
∂
∂xi
~f66−73(~x, ) =
∞∑
j=0
jB(j)xi (~x)
~f66−73(~x, ) + ~g66−73(~x, ), (4.8)
where the vector ~g66−73(~x, ) depends on the polylogarithmic integrals ~f1−65(~x, ). Order-
by-order in  the polylogarithmic integrals ~f1−65(~x, ) satisfy completely decoupled differen-
tial equations. On the other hand the elliptic sectors are coupled and, in general, one needs
to solve higher order differential equations for single integrals. Specifically, the homogeneous
matrix B(0)xi has the following schematic form
B(0)xi =

0 ∗ 0 ∗ 0 0 0 0
0 ∗ 0 ∗ 0 0 0 0
0 ∗ ∗ ∗ 0 0 0 0
0 ∗ 0 ∗ 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 ∗ 0 ∗ 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 ∗ 0 ∗ 0 0 0 0

(4.9)
where the lines separate sector IA1,1,0,1,1,1,1,0,0 (first four rows) from sector IA1,1,1,1,1,1,1,0,0 (last
four rows). We see that integrals 67 and 69 are coupled. For each of these integrals we can
define a second order differential equation. Once integral 67 or 69 is known, all the other
integrals are decoupled and can be solved by considering first order equations only.
4.1 Series solution of the differential equations
In order to solve the differential equations we need a set of boundary conditions. We use
the point x1 = x2 = x3 = 0, and the boundary conditions are [29]
fi(~0, ) =
{
1 + pi
2
6 
2 − 2ζ33 3 + 7pi
4
360 
4 +O(5) if i = 1,
0 otherwise.
(4.10)
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We are interested in a solution in the relevant physical region (4.4). We transport the
boundary condition to the point
{
2, 1325 , −1
}
by series expanding the integrals along the
contour,
γ0 :
{
x1(t) = 2t, x2(t) =
13
25
t, x3(t) = −t
}
, t ∈ [0, 1]. (4.11)
Here we discuss in detail how we expand along the contour γthr(t) defined as
γthr :
{
x1(t) = 2 + 4t, x2(t) =
13
25
, x3(t) = −1
}
, t ∈ [0, 1]. (4.12)
This contour is interesting because allows to analytically continue the integrals above the
physical threshold x1 = 4. In order to achieve the decomposition of the contour described
in 3.3, we need to know where the singularities lie. When considering differential equations
with algebraic dependence (square roots in the present case), the singularities are all the
non-analytic points of the differential equations, i.e. points where the differential equations
diverge but also the zeros of the square roots (branching points). Once the path is fixed
the problem is one dimensional and we can solve for the zeros of the denominators of the
differential equations and of the square roots to find the singularities (see also Section 4.3).
In general the differential equations will be singular also in points that do not correspond
to singularities of the final answer (spurious singularities). This means that in principle
we could just expand around the physical singularities, and the final series will converge
beyond the spurious singularities on the contour. However the general series solution (the
series solution before imposing boundary conditions), will not be convergent if we try to
impose boundary conditions beyond a spurious singularity. In practice we find it simpler,
when defining the expansions, to treat all the singularities on equal footing. Of course,
a good check is that the spurious singularities are absent in the final result (within the
truncation error, see section 4.4). For the path γthr(t), the relevant singularities are
τ1 =
1
2
, τ2 = − 3
25
, (4.13)
where τ1 is the physical threshold and τ2 is a spurious singularity outside the [0, 1] interval.
In order to define the domain of the expansions we proceed as in Eqs. (3.22). We have the
following domain for the expansion around τ1
τ1 :
19
100
≤ t ≤ 81
100
. (4.14)
Since we are interested in the interval t ∈ [0, 1], it is good practice to also expand around the
endpoints, so we add the regular expansion points κ1 = 0, κ2 = 1 and the corresponding
domains are,
κ1 : 0 ≤ t ≤ 3
50
κ2 :
81
100
≤ t ≤ 1. (4.15)
With this partition of the contour the region 350 ≤ t ≤ 19100 is not covered, we then expand
around the (regular) middle point κ3 = 18 , with
κ3 :
3
50
≤ t ≤ 19
100
. (4.16)
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We then have,
~f[γthr](t, ) =
~f[γthr](t, )[0, 0, 0.06] +
~f[γthr](t, )[0.06, 0.5, 0.19]
+ ~f[γthr](t, )[0.19, 0.5, 0.81] +
~f[γthr](t, )[0.81, 1, 1], (4.17)
where we replaced rational numbers with (exact) real numbers. All the boundary constants
are fixed by imposing the following chain of boundary conditions,
~f[γthr](0, )[0, 0, 0.06] ≡ ~f[γ0](1, ),
~f[γthr](0.06, )[0.06, 0.5, 0.19] ≡ ~f[γthr](0.06, )[0, 0, 0.06],
~f[γthr](0.19, )[0.19, 0.5, 0.81] ≡ ~f[γthr](0.19, )[0.06, 0.5, 0.19],
~f[γthr](0.81, )[0.81, 1, 1] ≡ ~f[γthr](0.81, )[0.19, 0.5, 0.81]. (4.18)
4.2 Analytic continuation
The expansion strategy discussed in this paper renders the analytic continuation above the
physical thresholds straightforward. In order to show this, let us write down explicitly the
first few terms of the expansion around threshold for, e.g., the (elliptic) integral 68 at order
4 (the coefficients have been truncated),
~f
(4)
68 [γthr]
(t)[0.19, 0.5, 0.81] = 0.48321110292923336366− 2.9413249257942340827
(
1
2
− t
)
− 6.0563895709601389718
(
1
2
− t
)2
− 9.5626486621240361129
(
1
2
− t
)3
+
[
1.6981663157373340519− 2.0753023210396308881 log
(
1
2
− t
)](
1
2
− t
) 3
2
+
[
3.3637523861951874605− 5.6223995065407011532 log
(
1
2
− t
)](
1
2
− t
) 5
2
+O
((
1
2
− t
) 7
2
)
. (4.19)
When expanding along a path such that only one physical invariant varies, in this case x1,
the branch cuts are expressed by powers of the expansion parameter and powers of loga-
rithms. The analytic continuation is then performed by simply assigning a small imaginary
part to the parameter t, consistently with the Feynman prescription. In this case t→ t+iδ,
and we have
log
(
1
2
− t
)
= log
(
t− 1
2
)
− ipi,
(
1
2
− t
) 1
2
= −i
(
t− 1
2
) 1
2
, t >
1
2
. (4.20)
On the other hand, the expansion ~f[γthr](t, )[0.81, 1, 1] is a regular power series, as t = 1 is a
regular point, and the analytic continuation is fixed by imposing the boundary conditions
from the analytically continued ~f (4)[γthr](t)[0.19, 0.5, 0.81] as in Eq. (4.18). Once we know the
solution in a point above the physical threshold, we can reach any other point in this region
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Figure 2: Plots of the elliptic integral sectors, for s13 = −1, p24 = 1325 , m2 = 1 as a function
of s12, at order 4, obtained by series expanding along the contour γthr. The solid points
represent values computed numerically with the software FIESTA [52].
by concatenating contours, and since all the series will be regular series (except the points at
infinity, see section 4.3), no analytic continuation is needed: the branch cut ambiguities are
fixed by matching them together, by requiring that the "first" series along a contour above
threshold is matched with an analytically continued (as above) series whose expansion point
is the threshold.
In Section 4.1 we mentioned that the differential equations might be singular (by sin-
gular points, or non-analytic points, we mean both divergences and branching points of
square roots) also in points where the final answer is regular. These are the so called spu-
rious singularities of the differential equations. When we define a series expansion around
a spurious singularity the intermediate expansions, i.e. the expansions of single matrix
elements or the general series expansion before imposing boundary conditions, will be sin-
gular. On the other hand, when we impose the boundary conditions, all the singular terms
(logarithms or square roots) of the series will be multiplied by vanishing factors within the
truncation error. However one has to distinguish spurious singularities from non-physical
singularities. The former are absent in the final series while the latter are non predicted
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by e.g. unitarity cut analysis, but they appear as singular points of the final answer. More
precisely, some square roots are singular in points that do not correspond to physical singu-
larities. Nonetheless, these square roots are usually present in the definition of the integral
basis (for example a canonical basis), and the series for these basis will in general have
singular points when these square roots vanish. Therefore, even if the singularity is not
physical for the individual Feynman integrals, the singularity will be anyway present at
the level of the solution of the basis under consideration. The same applies for possible
poles in the definition of the basis. This rises the question of how to analytically continue
the series beyond the non-physical, singular points coming from square roots. We observed
that we can just choose an arbitrary analytic continuation, provided that the same choice
is consistently made for the differential equations and for the basis under consideration.
For the integrals under consideration the only physical singularities are for s12 = 4m2. We
then define
√
4m2 − s12 = −i
√
s12 − 4m2 when s12 > 4, while all the other roots have by
construction no s12 − 4m2 factor and we treat them by keeping their argument real valued
(no Feynman prescription) and defining
√
a(t) = i
√−a(t) when a(t) < 0, in any region.
In Fig. 2 we present the plots of integrals ~f66−73 along the contour γthr.
4.3 Mapping the physical region to a finite region
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
l
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1.0
z
Figure 3: The physical region in the l, z variables for fixed Higgs mass (x2 = 13/25) and
unit propagators mass (see text). The lines represent the singular points of the differential
equations. The orange line corresponds to the physical threshold x1 = 4.
In physical applications it is often necessary to consider integrals for very large or small
values of the external invariants. When working with series expansions it is then convenient
to map the relevant physical region to a finite region, so that it is possible to expand around
limiting points in a straightforward manner. For two-to-two processes a convenient set of
variables is the following,
x1(l, z) =
x2
z
, x3(l, z) =
x2l(z − 1)
z
, 0 ≤ l ≤ 1, 0 ≤ z ≤ 1, (4.21)
which, by keeping the Higgs mass fixed, maps the physical region (4.4) to the unit square in
the l, z space. The l, z variables are also convenient when studying the singularities of the
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Figure 4: Plots along the contour γ∞, for values of the contour parameter t ∈ [0, 1]. The
solid points represent values computed numerically with the software FIESTA [52].
differential equations. The singularities are the zeros of the denominators of the differential
equations and the zeros of the square roots. For our differential equations, the singular
points are for l = 0, l = 1, z = 0, z = 1 and along the orbits defined by the following
equations,2
z =
13
100
, z =
12l
13 + 12l
, z =
−50 + 37l + 10√25− 37l + 25l2
87l
. (4.22)
The orbit z = 0 corresponds to points where s12, s13 are infinity and these are singular
points for our integral basis (see below). l = 0 and z = 1 correspond to s13 = 0 and are
not physical singularities but the series expansions are not analytic there because some of
the square roots vanish. l = 1 is a spurious singularity. The first singularity of Eq. (4.22)
is the physical threshold. The second and last singular orbits of Eq. (4.22) are spurious.
Indeed we verified that, when expanding along contours crossing these singularities, the
final result is a regular power series, as all the non-analytic terms (logarithms and rational
powers) cancel within the truncation error. This conclusion could have been anticipated
2The singular orbits can be found, e.g., by using the built-in Mathematica function Solve.
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by noticing that these singular orbits do not correspond to physical singularities, and none
of the square roots vanish along these orbits. The physical region, including the singular
orbits, is represented in Fig. 3.
The l, z variables are also the natural variables to perform expansions along contours
reaching very large or small values of the invariants. Let us consider for example the
contour,
γ∞ :
{
l(t) =
845(1− t)
8208
, z(t) =
13(1− t)
120
}
, t ∈ [0, 1], (4.23)
which corresponds to a contour from {x1 = 245 , x2 = 1325 , x3 = −1808341040} to {x1 = ∞, x2 =
13
25 , x3 = −169342}. In this case the only singular point is for t = 1, and it is sufficient to
perform only one expansion around it to cover the full contour. t = 1 corresponds to a
(singular) point at infinity. Nonetheless, we never cross the points at infinity and possible
branch cut ambiguities are fixed imposing boundary conditions at a finite point and by
treating the square roots as explained in Section 4.2. The plots of the elliptic integral
sectors along γ∞ are presented in Fig. 4.
4.4 Numerical results and timings
Truncation Relative error Total time (73 MIs) Time/integral
Expansion O(t85) ≤ 10−24 79 sec 1.1 sec
Expansion O(t125) ≤ 10−32 162 sec 2.2 sec
FIESTA 4.1 10−3 O(10000) sec O(100) sec
Table 1: Timings for the computation of all the 73 master integrals in the point above
threshold {x1 = 5, x2 = 1315 , x3 = −1} up to and including order 4, on 1 CPU core. The
point is reached by expanding along the contour γthr defined in Section 4.1.
In this section we provide numerical results with accuracy and timings for the elliptic
integrals ~f66−73, which are the most complicated ones. We tested different ways to estimate
the accuracy of the numerical results obtained by truncating the relevant series. One
# Real part Imaginary part Rel. err.
66 −0.3229462567669706555224248824 +0.0117911783550457146213317093 ≤ 10−32
67 −0.3039273344500928782645744918 −0.0091549103610263866197445332 ≤ 10−32
68 +0.4989288717476986372753776549 +0.3357385827462031355699714492 ≤ 10−32
69 −0.1216791054426520965987437711 −0.0043091895703585235915244984 ≤ 10−32
70 +2.0936824603121477765883288075 +0.0934305088779206383805166362 ≤ 10−32
71 +0.4453410820313442706096983608 −0.0041620964011457311182442998 ≤ 10−32
72 −0.2737950895536402954579381308 +0.0027361587278654015689589630 ≤ 10−32
73 −0.6420218523272138407244813424 +0.0011438044096963059034512574 ≤ 10−32
Table 2: Numerical results for the elliptic sectors in the point {x1 = 5, x2 = 1315 , x3 = −1}
at order 4.
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estimate of the error is obtained by expanding along two different paths reaching the same
end point, and then taking the difference of the results. Another way is to keep the path
fixed but truncating the series at different orders. In all the cases we analysed these methods
give the same estimate of the error. In Table 1 we provide a comparison of our expansion
method against the c++ version of FIESTA 4.1 [52]. We remark that the timings include
the time needed, starting from the set of differential equations (4.6) and (4.8), to define the
differential equations along the contour, series expand the matrix elements and recursively
integrate them up to the desired  order, for all the expansion points along the contour.
This is an accurate estimate of the timings for physical applications where, in principle,
one has to repeat the procedure for each target point of interest. In Table 2 we provide
high-precision numerical results for integrals ~f66−73 at order 4.
5 Conclusion
We showed that defining the differential equations for a set multi-scale Feynman integrals
along contours connecting two generic points of the kinematic regions, can be used to sys-
tematically obtain generalised power series expansions for the integrals along the contours.
Specifically, we applied this method to obtain new results for a planar family of integrals
relevant for the two-loop QCD corrections to Higgs + jet production. Moreover, when
the expansion is performed along a contour such that only one invariant changes along
it, the analytic continuation above the physical thresholds becomes straightforward. We
demonstrated that performing an expansion along a contour is fast, and makes it possible
to repeat the procedure to cover the entire kinematic regions. Our approach is algorithmic,
and it seems plausible to implement it in a computer code that can be applied to integrals
depending on several scales, in cases where analytic or purely numerical approaches are
challenging.
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A General formulation of the Frobenius method
The Frobenius method has general validity, and in this appendix we consider a generic order
k linear differential equation for an unknown function f(t) (the discussion closely follows
[73]). The Frobenius method can be used to find a complete set of homogeneous series
solutions to the equation in the vicinity of a singular (or regular) point that we assume
being located at t = 0. The homogeneous equation can be written in general as:
L[f(t)] ≡ tk ∂
kf(t)
∂tk
+ tk−1b1(t)
∂k−1f(t)
∂tk−1
+ · · ·+ bk(t)f(t) = 0. (A.1)
Since the bi(t) are analytic in t = 0 they admit a Taylor series representation of the form,
bi(t) =
∞∑
j=0
b
(j)
i t
j , {j = 1 . . . k}. (A.2)
We look for a solution of the form,
f = tλ
∞∑
i=0
c(i)ti, (A.3)
where lambda is a (complex in general) parameter to be fixed. By substituting the formal
series solution into the equation we obtain,
L[f(t)] = σ(λ)c(0)tλ + [σ(λ+ 1)c(1)− g(1)]tλ+1 + · · ·+ [σ(λ+ j)c(j)− g(j)]tλ+j + · · · , (A.4)
Where the g(j) are linear in the c(1), c(2), · · · , c(j−1) with polynomial coefficients in λ, while
the polynomial f(λ) is called the indicial polynomial and it reads,
σ(λ) = λ(λ− 1) · · · (λ− k + 1) + b(0)1 λ(λ− 1) · · · (λ− k + 2) + b(0)k . (A.5)
In order for f(t) to be a solution the coefficients of the right hand side of (A.4) need to
satisfy
c(j) =
g(j)
σ(λ+ j)
, (A.6)
which is a recursion relation that can be solved for c(j) with j ≥ 1 if σ(λ + j) 6= 0 for any
j ≥ 1. The c(j), j ≥ 1 are then uniquely determined functions of c(0). In this case we get
L[f(t)] = c(0)σ(λ)tλ. (A.7)
It is convenient to fix the value of c(0), and we conventionally choose c(0) = 1. If λ = λ1
where λ1 is a root of the indicial polynomial, σ(λ1) = 0, and σ(λ + j) 6= 0 for any j ≥ 1
then, fλ1,1(t) ≡ f(t)|λ=λ1 , is a solution of the equation L[f(t)] = 0. If λ1 has multiplicity 2,
we need to find a second solution associated to it. If we differentiate Eq. (A.7) with respect
to λ we get,
∂L[f(t)]
∂λ
= L
[
∂f(t)
∂λ
]
=
(
∂σ(λ)
∂λ
+ log(t)σ(λ)
)
tλ. (A.8)
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If λ1 is a root of multiplicity 2 then σ(λ1) =
∂σ(t)
∂λ
∣∣∣
λ=λ1
= 0, and ∂f(t)∂λ is also a solution of
Eq. (A.1). We have then that the second solution associated to the root λ1 is
fλ1,2(t) = log(t)fλ1,1(t) +
∞∑
j=1
∂c(j)
∂λ
∣∣∣∣∣
λ=λ1
tj . (A.9)
If λ1 has multiplicitym1, all them1 solutions associated to λ1 are obtained by takingm1−1
derivatives.
Let us now suppose that λ1 + k2 = λ2, for a positive integer k2, i.e. the root λ1 differs
by an integer k2 from another root λ2. Moreover we assume that λ2 is the only root that
differs from λ1 by an integer. In this case the solution associated to λ1 cannot be determined
as explained above, since the recursion (A.6) becomes ill defined when j = k2. In order to
find a solution we set c(0) = (λ− λ1)m2 , where m2 is the multiplicity of the root λ2,
f(t) = (λ− λ1)m2tλ + tλ
∞∑
j=1
c(j)tj . (A.10)
An explicit computation shows that Eq. (A.7) becomes
L[f(t)] = (λ− λ1)m2σ(λ)tλ, (A.11)
and the recursion (A.6) is such that,
c(i) = (λ− λ1)m2G(i), 1 ≤ i ≤ k2 − 1, (A.12)
while
c(k2) =
(λ− λ1)m2
σ(λ+ k2)
G(k2), (A.13)
and
c(i) = G(i), i > k2, (A.14)
where the functions G(i) are non-zero for λ = λ1. We note that the right hand side of
(A.13) is now well defined when λ approaches λ1 since σ(λ1 + k2) = σ(λ2) = 0 and the
denominator has a factor (λ− λ1)m2 that cancels against the numerator. This shows that
f(t)|λ=λ1 with f(t) defined in Eq. (A.10) is a solution of Eq. (A.1). However we notice that
c(i) = 0 for all i ∈ {1, . . . , k2 − 1} so that the solution has the form
f(t) = tλ1+k2
∞∑
j=0
c(j+k2)tj = tλ2
∞∑
j=0
c(j+k2)tj . (A.15)
The leading term of the series is tλ2 , therefore this solution is linearly dependent from the
solution one would obtain by considering the root λ2. In order to find a solution truly
associated to λ1 we take the m2-th derivative of f(t), which satisfies
L
[
∂m2f(t)
∂λm2
]
= m2!σ(λ)t
λ + (λ− λ1)Ψ, (A.16)
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and ∂
m2f(t)
∂λm2 |λ=λ1 is indeed a solution. Moreover its leading term ism! tλ1 so that ∂
m2f(t)
∂λm2 |λ=λ1
is a genuine solution associated to λ1. If λ1 has multiplicity m1 > 1 the other solutions are
obtained by taking m1 − 1 derivatives of ∂
m2f(t)
∂λm2 with respect to λ evaluated at λ1.
The last case we need to consider is when there are more than one root differing from λ1
by an integer. More precisely, we consider r−1 roots λ2, . . . , λr with Re(λ2) < · · · < Re(λr)
such that λ1 + ki = λi with ki a positive integer. Each root has multiplicity mi and we
define M =
∑r
i=2mi. We set c
(0) = (λ− λ1)M , so that
f(t) = (λ− λ1)M tλ + tλ
∞∑
j=1
c(j)tj . (A.17)
By proceeding as in the case of only two roots differing by an integer, one obtains that a
solution associated to λ1 is given by
∂Mf(t)
∂λM
∣∣∣∣
λ=λ1
, (A.18)
while if m1 > 1 the other solutions are obtained by taking m1 − 1 derivatives.
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B Plots
In this appendix we show plots of all the 73 master integrals at order 4. The plots are
obtained by series expanding along the contour γthr defined in section 4.1 (s13 = −1, p24 =
13
25 , m
2 = 1, 2 ≤ s12 ≤ 6). The solid dots represent numerical values computed with
FIESTA 4.1. The real part of the integrals is in blue, the imaginary part is orange.
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